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The Building Communications System
PosterOne is the best way of communicating with your
building tenants and visitors quickly and cost-effectively.

An effective communications medium.
Communicate to Tenants and Visitors
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Posters speak to a broader audience than tenant bulletins and emails
which often go unread. PosterOne offers an elegant way of informing tenants
and visitors about important information ranging from maintenance notices,
tenant events, clinics, and emergency procedures to welcome notices,

management contact information and general marketing information. Posters can be
produced and delivered quickly, in the event of urgent notifications.

Log into your private,
corporate branded account.

“Bentall recognized the
effectiveness and efficiency of this
form of media to communicate with
tenants and visitors. PosterOne’s
service has contributed significantly
to that goal with its fast, quality
and cost efficient service.”

Cheryl Gray, CPM
Senior Vice-President,
National Real Estate Services
Bentall Capital

The benefits to Commercial Real Estate are clear.
Cost-Effective, Time-Sensitive, Promote Your Brand
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Our number one benefit to our clients is the enormous cost and time
savings they enjoy with our online ordering system. Production of a single
poster was once cost-prohibitive. The approval loops for branded posters
are removed entirely. Production of one poster is now cost-effective using

PosterOne’s royalty-free image bank, pre-designed templates and online ordering system.
Poster sizes, mounting options and stock are user driven. PosterOne posters are a
fraction of traditional costs and turn around time is one day.

Choose a template and
change the image and text.

“Oxford Properties has enjoyed a
long relationship with PosterOne
across our national real estate
portfolio. The quality and service we
receive continues to be exceptional
and exceed our expectations.”

Claire Kennedy
Director, Communications
Oxford Properties Group

Designed to protect your brand.
Marketing and Brand Consistency
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Clients log into their own private account and choose from various
templates branded to their standards, change images and text as required.
National marketing strategies remain consistent from property to property,
yet individual properties may opt for personalization of text, such as direct

contact information, specific room names, etc.

Order the sizes and quantity
you need for next day delivery.

“As a national property management
company with a multitude of communication
needs that are site specific, PosterOne has
provided a cost-effective and easy service
to meet these needs. Their professional
design team is fully familiar with our brand
standards and are on-hand to design new,
exciting posters when we need them.”
Gayle Gonsalves
Marketing Manager
GWL Realty Advisors Inc.

Premier Poster Displays

In addition to poster production,
PosterOne offers poster displays
that will stand up to the rigors of
use in high traffic areas, and yet
be complementary with the
architecturally designed environments
of commercial building lobbies.
For interior or exterior use, PosterOne
displays assist our clients for short
or long-term requirements, and
are available to order on the same
online poster ordering system.
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